The viewing of categories of facial emotions is predicted using features of viewer's scalp potentials, such as event-related potentials (ERPs) measured during the viewing of pictures of facial emotions. All visual stimuli were rated using two-dimensional emotional scales, and the responses for each viewer were converted into sensitivities using item response theory (IRT). This sensitivity to facial emotions can be predicted using discrimination analysis and the extracted features of ERPs recorded during the viewing of the images. The categories of facial emotions viewed were estimated to a certain level of significance using regression analysis, and the sensitivities predicted for the emotional scales were calculated accurately, as performance depended on the reactions to the images of the emotions. The results showed that categories of facial emotions viewed can be predicted to a level of significance using features of scalp potentials.
Introduction
The recognition of facial emotion as a form of human visual information processing has been widely discussed [1] . In particular, individual performance in the perception of facial emotions is often measured and compared [2] [3] [4] . The emotional perception process is measured using electroencephalograms (EEG) and other bio-signals [5] [6] [7] . Some behavioural analysis suggests that emotional perception activity may promote the reproduction of the certain impressions, such as emotional synchronisation [8] . On the other hand, the emotional impressions viewers perceived have to be determined using their responses, such as by rating using a scale. For the presentation of facial emotions, a two-dimensional survey scale, which is known as an "Affect Grid" and consists of scales for two dimensions: "Pleasant" and "Arousal", is often used [9] . The performance and validity of the scale have been confirmed in previous studies [10, 11] .
However, the rating activities produce some individual differences because each individual's emotional sensitivity may influence the ratings. This issue sometimes * Corresponding author. Email:Nakayama@ict.e.titech.ac.jp influences the perceptional accuracy of facial emotional expressions. As most viewers respond to the "Pleasant" scale [12] , the pictures of facial emotions viewed were accurately classified using features of EEGs measured while the images were viewed [13] . If the rating accuracy for pictures of facial emotions were to be improved, it may be possible to predict the perceived categories of emotions using the features of EEGs. This means that the development of an emotion monitoring procedure using viewer's EEGs could be used to estimate emotional categories under various conditions. In order to create relationships between the viewer's EEG activity and their perceived impressions of facial emotions, both the EEGs and the rating procedure were analysed carefully, and prediction models were developed to present the associations between the two. In particular, individual differences in perception of facial emotions and rating behaviour should be considered in order to determine the appropriate relationships. This paper focuses on these points using a compensation procedure, such as item response theory. The details of the approach used in this paper will be summarised in a comparison with previous studies in the section which follows. In short, when the scores of emotional scales were estimated using EEGs, the emotional categories can be predicted using the estimated scores. In this paper, the following topics will be addressed using experimental data from a previous study [13] :
1. The observer's rating behaviour concerning the characteristics of individuals was analysed, and item response theory was used. Surveyed responses were analysed, and their effectiveness was evaluated.
2. The possibility of estimating the sensitivity of viewer's ratings is examined using potentials attached to the scalp while images of facial emotions are viewed.
3. The possibility of predicting both the characteristics and emotional category of visual stimuli while images of facial emotions are viewed is examined.
The following sections will first briefly summarise the topical papers related to the subject, and then present an experiment which observes the viewer's subjective evaluations of images of facial expressions and records EEGs. In Section 4 are the detailed responses and the viewer's behaviour during the rating activities, with the prediction procedures and their performance following in Section 5. Section 6 is a discussion, and the extracted results are summarised in Section 7.
Related works
Event-related potentials (ERPs), which sum up EEG waveforms in response to stimuli, are widely used to analyse chronological information processing of pictures of facial emotions. The fundamental approach is to compare ERP waveforms of two facial emotions, such as emotional and unemotional expressions [14, 15] . Also, activity areas of the scalp on the brain are measured for later analysis by presenting various facial emotions, which activate specific regions of the brain [5, 16] . By considering individual responses, the ratings for the two levels of emotions could be predicted using features of EEGs or ERPs [13] . Since the two levels are relatively different, the possibility of predicting the emotional category should be confirmed.
The perception of facial emotions is often measured using a two-dimensional scale [17] called an "Affect Grid" [9] , which is widely used to assess facial emotions [18] . However, the rating depends on psychophysical measuring issues [19] , in addition to the attitude of the viewer and other factors such as some ability to recognise emotions [20] . Even with the data set of published facial emotions, perceptual performance depends greatly on the characteristics of the viewers [3] . In order to explain the individual differences, the concept of emotional sensitivity has been introduced. Individual differences in sensitivity are analysed for their effect on the perception of facial emotions [21] [22] [23] , as this sensitivity may influence the accuracy of the ratings [24] .
Since the deviations in rating behaviour are related to a psychometric issues, item response theory (IRT) [25] can be applied. This technique is very useful to compensate for individual bias in ratings [26] . For facial emotion assessment experiments, the IRT model has been introduced in order to extract individual characteristics [27] . This technique can standardise the rating values of the viewers, and their responses can be more easily compared. Also, the characteristics of each individual's rating behaviour are analysed. Therefore, this technique is introduced to the analysis which follows using the data set of the previous experiment [13] .
This paper will create relationship models between the viewer's scalp potentials and their emotional categories during the viewing of pictures of facial emotions. If a possible model can be established, viewer's perceived emotional categories could be predicted using the model. The possibility of this will be confirmed in the following sections.
Experimental Method

Stimulus
Images of facial expressions employed as visual stimuli were prepared using the Japanese and Caucasian Facial Expressions of Emotion (JACFEE) collection [28] . This collection consists of 56 colour photographs of 56 different individuals who illustrate one of the seven different emotions: Anger, Contempt, Disgust, Fear, Happiness, Sadness and Surprise.
The experimental sequence is illustrated in Figure 1 . Following a black image used to produce eye fixation, each stimulus was displayed for 3 seconds. The subjects were asked not to respond until they had viewed each facial image. The facial images were displayed as large as possible on a LCD monitor, so that the stimulus had a visual angle of 35×26 deg. The presentation was organised using Psychtoolbox [29] , and a set of sequences consisting of 56 photos were shown for a duration of 6 minutes in total. Three trials were conducted in which different sets were shown to each subject, followed by short breaks.
The subjects, who had sufficient visual acuity, were 6 male university students aged between 19 to 23 years. The contents of the experiment were explained to all participants in advance, and informed consent was then obtained.
Measurement Procedure
The responses evoked by visual stimuli were measured as scalp potentials, using three electrodes [13] . Three scalp electrodes for measuring EEGs were positioned in the Frontal (Fz), Central (Cz) and Occipital (Oz) areas of the cortex, according to the International 10-20 system. The responses generated were measured using a bio-amplifier (ADInstruments: PowerLab4/30, ML13) and recorded as signals on a PC, at a sampling rate of 400Hz, using a low pass filter of 30Hz and a high pass signal filter with a time constant of 0.3 sec. EEG signals were filtered using a band pass filter of 2.0 to 30Hz. Though subject repeated measure design was employed to determine the factors of the responses, individual differences were also considered. All valid participants were tested across three trials in order to obtain reliable measurements.
Subjective evaluation of facial images
To avoid individual differences and misperceptions during the recognition of facial expressions, all subjects were asked to evaluate the facial expression of every photo. The impressions that the facial images produced were measured using an "Affect Grid", which consists of a two dimensional (9 × 9 point) scale displaying "Pleasant -Unpleasant Feelings" and "High Arousal - Sleepiness" ratings. All 56 photos were rated after being used in the three viewing sessions.
The results of the ratings of all subjects across all facial expressions (336 responses: 56 photos × 6 subjects) are summarised in Figure 2 [13] . To extract the rating patterns of the viewers, cluster analysis using the WPGMA method was performed, and two clusters labeled "Pleasant" and "Unpleasant" were formed along the axis of "Pleasant -Unpleasant Feelings" [30] . The percentage of all rated photos rated which are included in the "Pleasant" cluster is 42%.
The ERPs generated between the two clusters on the three electrodes are compared in Figure 3 . There are significant differences in potentials between the two clusters on electrodes Fz and Cz at the early stage of perception, around 150ms ∼ 200ms [13] . This result shows evidence that the ERPs respond to images of facial emotions.
Item response theory
An IRT model was applied to the ratings of twodimensional emotional impressions using an "Affect Grid" scale.
Here, P i is the probability to obtaining a score, which is higher than grade i for sensitivity x, which consists of two parameters: Slope and th i . All IRT parameters in the above equation were estimated using the IRT package as a graded rating model (GRM) [31] . The parameters, Slope and th i , suggest the indices of distinctiveness and the difficulty of assessment, Table 1 .
respectively. They are estimated using an expectationmaximum (EM) algorithm. In this paper, the SAS procedure was applied [31] .
Results
Individual parameters for IRT models
The details of the viewer's rating behaviour for facial emotional expressions are evaluated using the IRT model mentioned above. The parameters of the IRT equation for each participant were estimated using a piece of software [31] . These parameters are summarised in Tables 1 and 2 . The missing grades are not given parameters. In the results of significance Figure 5 . An example of category response curves (CRCs) using the probabilities for sub2 of "Pleasant" ratings in Figure 4 .
tests for all parameters, some tests were not significant. These parameters show the rating behaviour, and suggest that rating sensitivity exists. This is summarised as operating characteristic curves (OCCs), as shown in Figure 4 . If the spaces between the two curves are narrow, the two ratings may not be easily discriminable.
In order to illustrate the difficulty of rating emotional images using the scale, the category response curves (CRCs) which display the probabilities of rating sensitivities are calculated as the differences between the two curves in Figure 4 . The results are calculated as 1 − P 1 and P i−1 − P i (i = 2, . . . , 9) and summarised in Figure 5 . As all peaks for curves show rating values, the rates for "2" and "8" have low probabilities, and they are varied by the neighbouring curves. Therefore, these ratings may not be effective.
Prediction of ratings for facial emotions using EEGs
As mentioned in the introduction, the possibility of predicting two-dimensional rating values using the "Affect Grid" scale should be examined using the following features of EEGs and ERPs. Four frequency powers, 6.25, 12.5, 18.75 and 25.0Hz, were calculated for four 160ms durations from 100ms before to 540ms after stimulus onset using electrodes Fz, Cz and Oz. The prediction technique employed used a logistic regression procedure noted as follows:
The f eature n,i consists of the frequency power, as mentioned above. Suffix i represents one subject's trial. The performance of each subject was evaluated using a subject leave-one-out procedure which measured the performance of a subject using a model consisting of the remaining subjects.
Predictions based on Single-trial features. The 9-point scale ratings were predicted using frequency powers for 3-channel EEGs. In order to consider individual differences, prediction functions were produced for each subject. The analysed data consisted of 168 sets (single trials: 56 photos × 3 sessions) with 48 features (frequency band: 4 × electrodes: 3 × time zone: 4) for each subject. The prediction models were evaluated using a subject leave-one-out procedure.
The prediction performance remained around the level of chance (accuracy = 12.89%), however. During the analysis, two major points were extracted as causes of the reduced performance, such as ambiguous rating behaviour and deviations in features. As mentioned in the previous section, the sensitivity of the rating scale is sometimes relatively low. In regards to the overall features of the category response curves for all subjects, the rating scales should be reduced from 9 to 4 points. Also, single-trial EEGs contained a lot of noise, so that ERPs were calculated for the identical pictures over three sessions.
Predictions based on ERPs for 3 trials.
The picture ratings were converted into a 4 point scale to better reflect individual responses on a scale. The conversion considered the sizes of the areas in the category response curves in Figure 5 . As a result, Figure 6 shows an example for a case of sub2, with three new criteria and four levels applied to rate sensitivities. The ERPs were calculated from 3 sessions for each image of a facial emotion, and prediction analysis of the four levels was then applied to 56 sets (ERPs for 3 trials) with 48 features. The logistic regression technique was also applied, and the prediction was based on the highest probability of the four levels. All features were employed in the prediction. Prediction performance was evaluated using a subject leave-one-out procedure which predicted the responses of each subject using a model trained with response data of the remaining subjects.
The results for the four levels in "Pleasant" is summarised in Table 3 . The rows indicate 4-point scale ratings and the columns indicate predicted ratings. Therefore, the diagonal cells show correct predictions. The rating is an ordered scale, and the rank correlation coefficients can be calculated from these. Though the frequencies for lower or higher ratings, such as "1" or "4" are lower, certain numbers of predictions of these were observed. The rank correlation coefficients are r = 0.72 for the "Pleasant" scale and r = 0.61 for the "Arousal" scale. Individual prediction performance is summarised in Figure 7 . The green plot indicates mean performance, which was 60% for "Pleasant" and 51% for "Arousal", and the error bars indicate the standard deviation. The result shows that both emotional scales can be estimated using features of ERPs, when the responses to the scales are characterised using IRT models.
Prediction of characteristic values for each facial image
Sensitivity to the pictures presented
As mentioned in the section above, the IRT procedure can provide rating scores which consider the characteristics of individuals. Mean scores of sensitivity for both the "Pleasant" and "Arousal" scales of each image, which were rated by participants during the experiment as shown in Figure 2 , summarise sensitivities using IRT analysis, and are shown in Figure 8 . This figure illustrates that the emotional states in the pictures presented are almost always reproduced using the sensitivities, and the 8 pictures of each specific emotional category are located in positions surrounding each of the emotions. Therefore, participants might recognise most of the facial emotions in the pictures presented, and rate them according to their individual bias.
In comparison with previous studies such as Russel & Bullock [17] , positive ratings for the "Arousal" scale were suppressed. Some factors in this experiment might have influenced the impressions of viewers. Though several facial emotions, such as "Anger", "Disgust", "Fear" and "Surprise", are located in neighbouring positions of the scales [17] , the discrepancy seems unclear because the amplitudes of both scales are relatively small. Another previous study suggested that the recall rate for emotions is almost as high as it is for emotional perception ("Happiness":98.3%, "Surprise":92.3%, "Fear":54.6%, "Disgust":74.7%, "Anger":64.2%, "Sadness":71.9%, "Contempt":76.7%) [3] . This performance may reflect the speed and accuracy of perception of facial emotions [2, 4, 32] .
In this section, the possibility of predicting the sensitivity of each picture of a facial emotion is discussed using observed features of EEG signals during viewing.
Prediction of sensitivity values from EEG signals during viewing
Prediction procedure. Since the perception of facial emotions may affect viewer's EEG responses, the relationships between features of EEG waveforms and the sensitivity towards emotional impressions when viewing pictures of facial emotions are analysed. The procedure for predicting the sensitivities of both "Pleasant" and "Arousal" from features of EEG signals was developed using logistic regression analysis of both of the sensitivities and the sets of EEG features for each photo. Each viewer rated the 56 pictures of facial emotions using the "Affect Grid". Mean sensitivities of 56 pictures of facial emotions are estimated using features of EEGs of viewers, as shown in Figure 8 . The features of EEGs are extracted using the following procedures, as shown in Figure 9 :
1. The ERP waveforms of all viewers from every trial were summed up (56 ERP waveforms).
2. Both Fz and Cz were selected as the targeted electrodes since emotional reactions were confirmed in Figure 3 .
3. Eight frequency power components from a certain point (160ms) were extracted from the features of ERP waveforms using an overlapping technique, from 2.5 to 20Hz in 2.5Hz steps. The sensitivity values were also predicted using a logistic regression function which is mentioned in the section above. In order to extract the key features of the estimation, the optimisation of feature selection was conducted using a stepwise procedure. 280ms ∼ 440ms and 440ms ∼ 600ms respectively, and three features came from 10, 15, and 20Hz on the Cz electrode at 40ms ∼ 200ms, 240 ∼ 400ms, and 280ms ∼ 440ms respectively.
Most features were selected from around 200ms ∼ 400ms, which might be an image processing phase after the perception of emotional images was detected in Figure 3 . Also, most features came from the Cz electrode. In regards to the 9 ERP features of each picture viewed, two-dimensional sensitivities were predicted using the two functions above.
These predicted values are compared with the original values as an index of sensitivity to emotional metrics, in Figure 10 . They are strongly correlated with each other, and the correlation coefficient for "Pleasant" is 0.76, and 0.61 for "Arousal". Therefore Since these two-dimensional sensitivities can suggest facial emotions, as Figure 8 shows, the facial emotion prediction performance can be examined. The means of values of sensitivity for the 8 pictures in each category of emotion are summarised along with their standard errors, in Figure 11 . These means are connected by lines to create a polygon showing facial emotion sensitivities. As the means of sensitivity for "Happiness" and "Sadness" are relatively large, these facial images can be recognised more easily. Additional means of sensitivity are calculated using the predicted values which are illustrated in Figure 10 . All plots for means of predicted values are located inside the polygon. As Figure 11 shows, some emotions are located around the central position of the "Affect Grid", which suggests a nonemotional, or neutral impression. In particular, the four emotions "Surprise", "Fear", "Disgust", and "Anger" almost over-lap each other. Though the sensitivity values were almost all predicted using the optimised regression functions, and were correlated with the original values, the prediction performance between facial emotions was different, as Figure 11 shows. Because the estimation conducted was based on ERP waveforms, some key pieces of information can be detected at other points on viewer scalps.
This result suggests that the prediction of sensitivities of facial emotions cannot be estimated for all images, though the overall tendencies can almost all be reproduced. The improvement of these insufficient estimation procedures will be a subject of our further study.
Discussion
This paper examines the possibility of predicting twodimensional scales of emotional impressions during the viewing images of facial emotions, using several scalp potentials of the viewers. Since EEG responses during the viewing of facial images may reflect the viewer's facial image processing process, these activities must suggest that viewers recognised the emotional impressions they saw. In general, recording EEGs requires many electrodes, such as 16ch or more, based on the international 10/20 system, and the measurement of scalp responses during every-day life is not easy. Therefore, this study conducted a feasibility study of prediction of emotional scales of images of facial emotions viewed using only several scalp responses, where these potentials were measured using just two or three electrodes. As the previous studies suggested, individual differences always influenced most of the metrics. In Section 4, the individual differences in rating behaviour were confirmed, and the deviations in responses due to individual characteristics were compensated for using IRT models. As a result, individual accuracy for both emotional scales was significant when the prediction models were used, and the deviations between subjects were suppressed, as Figures 7 and 8 show.
The estimation of the 7 emotional categories of both emotional scales is possible using ERP signals during the prediction phase, but the accuracy is insufficient for some emotions, as Figure 11 shows. Since the ERP signals were based on two electrodes, these limited information resources might influence performance. Because this feasibility study was conducted using a small number of participants, the validity of the results and the ability to use the procedure should be confirmed with a larger number of participants.
The final goal of this study is to predict a viewer's emotional condition using simple biological information and images of goods and services. In a sense, this preliminary work confirms the possibility of the plan. In order to develop a more detailed examination process, additional biological information and the individual differences of the many participants should be examined. These studies will be the subject of our further study.
Conclusion
In order to estimate viewer's emotional states in response to viewing images of facial emotions, the possibility of estimating viewer's perceived rates of emotional impressions in two-dimensions were examined using their EEGs recorded while viewing the facial emotion visual stimuli. In the results, the following points were discovered.
1. Viewer's rating behaviour, which was based on two-dimensional emotions such as "Pleasant" and "Arousal" were analysed using an "Affect Grid" which involved applying item response theory (IRT) in order to compensate for individual characteristics in the perception of images of facial emotions. It was confirmed that the intensities which were calculated represented the categories of facial emotions viewed almost exactly.
2. Using the extracted features of ERPs, which were summed up using EEGs from the three viewings of each individual and picture, viewer's rating sensitivities can be estimated accurately using discrimination analysis based on the IRT analysis.
Using the features of ERPs in a time series of
EEGs from all pictures, the characteristics of each facial emotion visual stimulus were predicted correctly. The facial emotions viewed were predicted almost exactly using estimated values for characteristics based on regression analysis. Prediction performance depended on the category of emotion, with the highest performance for "Happiness" and the lowest performance for "Fear", "Disgust" and "Anger".
The recognition of facial emotions is based on human image processing and emotion sensitivity, and therefore wider and more accurate collection of information from scalp activity may be required. The improvement of performance and the introduction of more effective feature extraction procedures for more accurately predicting emotional expressions will be a subject of our further study.
